‘FALLING FOR LOOK LODGE’
Synopsis
Lily (Clark Backo) is eager to show her boss and sister Charmaine (Janice Mendes) that she’s
ready for a new challenge: taking on the role of their resort’s Activities Director. After the previous
director quit, Charmaine is in a bind, especially with a family arriving that day for a full week of
activities leading up to a wedding. Lily convinces Charmaine to let her run point for the guests
and guarantees she’ll create an unforgettable itinerary for the family.
When workaholic Noah (Jonathan Keltz) returns to the resort he used to visit as a child for his
sister Justine’s (Kathryn Kohut) wedding, Lily steps in to help plan the activities that Noah
neglected to organize, despite Justine’s insistence. Lily recognizes the tension between the
siblings and helps smooth things over by working with Noah to create a custom event plan for
Justine.
Though they butt heads at first, Noah and Lily work together to plan a truly special week for the
family, rekindling the sibling bond between the two and helping Noah welcome Craig (Chris
Violette), his new brother-in-law into the family. Noah can’t seem to put his work aside and shirks
a few of his event-planning responsibilities, much to Lily’s chagrin. Even with pressure from Lily,
Noah can’t even put pen to paper on his speech for the wedding. After a heart-to-heart about
their family history, Noah reconsiders and devotes himself to making the most of the trip,
including the speech.
As Noah puts work aside and starts to discover what is truly important in life, Lily uses her new
role to help the family reconnect. Through a series of activities, Noah gets closer to Craig, as
well as his parents and young daughter. Noah repays Lily’s kindness by encouraging her take a
leap of her own. As the day of the wedding approaches, both Lily and Noah open their hearts to
family and to new possibilities for the future.
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